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PHILOSOPHY
The philosophy behind every z.one concept™ hair care and 
color product is to bring hair back to its natural state. From care 
and styling to lighteners and hair color, our products go further 
to treat and condition hair. Our secret? The right combination of 
natural ingredients and the latest innovations in hair care and hair 
color technology.

H ISTORY
z.one concept was created in 1999 by Ivano Panzeri in Italy – 
known as one of the most competitive hair product markets in 
Europe. The z.one brand was quickly recognized by industry 
experts for its innovation.

Panzeri’s goal was to provide hair stylists with a fresh approach 
to achieving success, through technological advances and 
effective commercial and marketing strategies. With this 
business model, z.one concept soon acquired a significant 
share of the Italian market, and now exports its products to 60+ 
countries. In 2007, z.one concept took on a new challenge 
and entered North America. In a few short years it achieved a 
significant presence, and the brand is now represented through 
23 distributors across the US and Canada.

SALON SUPPORT
z.one concept offers a superior range of products, the latest 
in stylist education, and professional management training. Our 
approach provides important technical knowledge and greater 
communication between hair stylists and their customers. This 
leads to increased revenue and success.

From shampoos and conditioners to color and lighteners, these 
product lines offer a solution for every scalp and hair need. 
z.one concept products make great hair easy to achieve while 
offering everything you need to look amazing 365 days a year; 
from never-fail styles to solutions for frizz, limp tresses, dull color, 
hair loss and more!
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We provide the best solutions to hairdressers for 
supplying their customers with the highest quality 
products and services and to make their business 
grow.

MISSION

OvervIew
/  21 years in business
/  55,000 active clients worldwide
/  62 distributors across the globe
/  730 sales reps worldwide

Strategy
/ Professional only brand dedicated 
  to independent salons
/ Dedicated to the future and the growth of salons
/ Focused on education and marketing support 
/ Promoting Italian mood and culture

/ Innovative products and in-salon services
/ Set your salon apart from the competition 
/ How to grow salon business
/ Products you can have fun with

IdeaS

eMOtIONS
/ Natural and high quality ingredients
/ Appealing images and product packaging
/ Unique in-salon rituals 
/ Create sensorial experiences 

To bring hair back to their natural state is the main 
philosophy that follows into making of every z.one 
concept’s professional hair care product. From 
shampoos and styling products to color and 
lighteners, our products don’t just perform their 
primary task, they treat and condition your hair inside 
and out.

PHILOSOPHy
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At z.one concept 
USA we believe 
that stylists and 
salon owners are 
the ones who know 
the needs of their 
salons and their 
clients best. 

_ Our annual promotions 
are designed with a goal 
to let you choose the best 
solution for your current 
needs and more. We pride 
ourselves in being able to 
offer customized solutions for 
salons of all sizes, and being 
a concept brand allows us 
to tailor our offers to cover 
all areas of professional hair 
care.

_ Our promotions let 
you choose the level of 
commitment that suits your 
current needs and level 
of comfort. You can start 
small with any of our try-me 
packages, or go big with 
complete concept offers. 
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EXPERIENCE BEAUTY NATURALLY
milk_shake hair care and hair color products make the most of the benefits of nature, and offer dedicated solutions 
for all hair types. Natural ingredients, such as milk and yogurt proteins and fruit extracts, enhance hair’s natural beauty. 
From cleansing through to styling, each hair care step has been carefully devised to provide visible results in terms of 
both the appearance and health of hair. 
Our products are created with an awareness of their environmental impact and a solid commitment to minimize such 
impacts by reducing sulphates, parabens and sodium chloride in the formulas and opting for packaging and printed 
materials that can be recycled. 

HAIR CARE & STYLING
milk_shake hair care and styling products are designed to make any hair concern a thing of the past. Step-by-
step, milk_shake will take you on a deliciously-scented, luxurious journey, resulting in vibrant, healthy-looking hair.
Milk protein has a supplementary and highly conditioning effect on hair’s structure, and is the integral ingredient in 
milk_shake products. The results include increased volume, elasticity, and damage repair, while maintaining and 
enhancing hair color. For a complete sensorial experience milk_shake products have also been given unique and 
irresistibly sweet fragrances.

HAIR COLOR 
The many long-lasting shades found in the milk_shake color range are available in permanent, semi-permanent and direct 
color formulas . Each one guarantees high color stability, quality and pigment purity. Hair colored with milk_shake hair 
color is always soft, shiny and manageable, with gorgeous intense tones and highlights. milk_shake color also provides 
excellent gray coverage.

NATURAL BEAUTY WITHOUT COMPROMISE
We strive to use natural and organic ingredients without compromising the quality of the formulas or the results. Each 
active ingredient is selected for its nourishing and aesthetic effects that promote weightless hair with maximum vitality 
and shine. 
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QUALITY MADE IN ITALY

/ DISCOVER MORE AT 
   WWW.Z-ONECONCEPTUSA.COM
/ FACEBOOK MILKSHAKEUSA

SWEET 
INDULGENCE
FOR YOUR HAIR

milk_shake® combines 
nourishing milk proteins 
with fruit extracts to create 
beautiful hair. From cleansing 
to styling and color, each hair 
care product contains natural 
and organic ingredients that 
revitalize hair, protects color  
and improves shine. 
Treat yourself to the ultimate 
health food for hair.

/ COLOR SAFE 
/ NOT TESTED ON ANIMALS
/ NATURAL AND ORGANIC INGREDIENTS

ADV MS HAIRCARE USA 1p 10,75x17,75pollici_2018.indd   1 18/12/18   10:55
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STYLING 
A range of sophisticated hair styling products for every hair styling need: easy, versatile and innovative. Created 
through research that take you on a journey through an elegant world made of contrasts, colors and shapes to create 
and define the perfect hairstyle.
Eco-awareness / NO INHIBITION products are created using selected organic elements as well as high quality active 
ingredients in order to highlight the choice to respect the environment and the eco-awareness of the consumer who 
uses them.
Guaranà / Considered by the natives of the Amazon as an elixir of life and protected by the goddess of beauty and life, 
Guarana fruit is ruby-red and it is known as the strongest natural stimulating substance, with aphrodisiac power and 
with high caffeine content. The unique characteristics of the guarana extracts refresh and invigorate the hair.

MULTICOLOR
Conditioning permanent color that delivers brilliant results, giving the hair sublime color and leaving it radiant and 
rejuvenated. 
The MULTICROME age defense complex of NO INHIBITION MULTI-COLOR / restructures hair / gives radiance, hence 
the color reflects light effectively / fixes the pigments of color for longer lasting intensity. This active complex makes hair 
appear brighter and healthier. 
NO INHIBITION MULTI-COLOR delivers perfect long- lasting color with its state-of-the-art pigment content / hair is 
nourished and radiant. This synergy within the color reflects intensely, giving hair a younger appearance.

AGE RENEW
The perfect blend of cutting edge scientific innovation and nourishing natural ingredients to restore fullness, life and 
shine to “experienced” strands.  NO INHIBITION AGE RENEW is an innovative system that counteracts the effects of 
the aging process giving hair the vitality of youth. 
AGE RENEW in salon treatment ensures that women can focus on creating a lifetime of incredible memories, while 
maintaining the youth and vitality of their hair.
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BEST of the BEST 
Discover the most loved milk_shake® 
products in one amazing deal.

3  leave in conditioner 11.8 oz 
3  whipped cream 6.8 oz 
3  incredible milk 5.1 oz 
3  silver shine shampoo 10.1 oz 
3  silver shine conditioner 8.4 oz 
3  color maintainer shampoo 10.1 oz 
3  color maintainer conditioner 10.1 oz 

FREE back bar
1  color maintainer shampoo 33.8 oz 
1  color maintainer conditioner 33.8 oz 
1  silver shine shampoo 33.8 oz 
1  milk_shake OPEN/CLOSED sign 
1  milk_shake table expo
1  milk_shake easel card
1  milk_shake brochure

SORRY, WE’RE

CLOSED

S A L O N

open-closed sign MS USA.indd   2

24/10/17   12:39

COME IN, WE’REOPEN
S A L O N

open-closed sign MS USA.indd   1

24/10/17   12:39

bestsellers
HAPPY HAIR 
Try Me Kit

1  color maintainer shampoo 10.1 oz 
1  color maintainer conditioner 10.1 oz 
1  incredible milk 5.1 oz 
1  leave in conditioner 11.8 oz 
1  whipped cream 6.8 oz 
1  milk_shake try me kit box
1  treatment brochure

integrity nourishing 
shampoo

leave In 
conditioner

silver shine 
shampoo 

incredible 
milk

1 2 
3 4

whipped 
cream 6

7
color maintainer 
conditioner

silver shine 
conditioner

moisture plus 
conditioner

9
moisture plus 

shampoo 

10

5
color maintainer 
shampoo 
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2020 BESTSELLERS

1 leave In conditioner 11.8 oz
1 silver shine shampoo 10.1 oz
1 incredible milk 5.1 oz
1 color maintainer shampoo 10.1 oz
1 whipped cream 6.8 oz
1 color maintainer conditioner 10.1 oz
1 silver shine conditioner 8.4 oz
1 moisture plus conditioner 8.4 oz
1 moisture plus shampoo 10.1 oz
1 integrity nourishing shampoo 10.1 oz
1 integrity nourishing conditioner 10.1 oz

SAVE
29%

SAVE
33%

SAVE
26%

integrity nourishing 
conditioner

11
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bestsellers

TOP SELLERS 

6 leave in conditioner 11.8 oz 
6 whipped cream 6.8 oz 
6 incredible milk 5.1 oz 
6 silver shine shampoo 10.1 oz 
6 silver shine conditioner 8.4 oz 
6 color maintainer shampoo 10.1 oz 
6 color maintainer conditioner 10.1 oz 
6 integrity nourishing shampoo 10.1 oz 
6 integrity nourishing conditioner 10.1 oz 
6 moisture plus shampoo 10.1 oz 
6 moisture plus conditioner 8.4 oz 
FREE Back Bar
1 color maintainer shampoo 33.8 oz 
1 color maintainer conditioner 33.8 oz 
1 silver shine shampoo 33.8 oz 
1 silver shine conditioner 33.8 oz 
1 integrity nourishing shampoo 33.8 oz 
1 integrity nourishing conditioner 33.8 oz 
1 moisture plus shampoo 33.8 oz 
1 moisture plus conditioner 33.8 oz 
48 assorted foil pack samples 
24 paper shoppers 
1 milk_shake OPEN/CLOSED sign 
1 milk_shake stylist apron 
1 milk_shake client gown 
1 milk_shake poster 
1 milk_shake table expo
1 milk shake door cling 
1 milk_shake easel card
3 milk_shake brochure

SAVE
32%
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milk_shake EXPERIENCE

6 color maintainer shampoo 10.1 oz
6 color maintainer conditioner 10.1 oz
6 deep color maintainer balm 5.9 oz
6 leave In conditioner 11.8 oz
6 whipped cream 6.8 oz
6 incredible milk 5.1 oz
6 daily frequent shampoo 10.1 oz
6 daily frequent conditioner 10.1 oz
6 active milk mask 8.4 oz
6 active yogurt mask 8.4 oz
6 deep cleansing shampoo 10.1 oz
SILvER SHINE  
6 silver shine shampoo 10.1 oz
6 silver shine light shampoo 10.1 oz
6 silver shine conditioner 8.4 oz
6 silver shine whipped cream 6.8 oz
INTEgRITy SySTEm
6 integrity nourishing shampoo 10.1 oz
6 integrity nourishing conditioner 10.1 oz
6 integrity intensive treatment 6.8 oz
6 integrity incredible oil 1.7 oz
mOISTuRE PLuS
3 moisture plus shampoo 10.1 oz
3 moisture plus conditioner 8.4 oz
3 moisture plus whipped cream 6.8 oz
vOLumE SOLuTION
3 volume solution shampoo 10.1 oz
3 volume solution conditioner 10.1 oz
3 volume solution styling 5.9 oz
CuRL PASSION
3 curl passion shampoo 10.1 oz
3 curl passion conditioner 10.1 oz
3 curl passion leave in 10.1 oz
SENSORIAL mINT
3 sensorial mint shampoo 10.1 oz
3 sensorial mint conditioner 10.1 oz
SwEET CAmOmILE
3 sweet camomile shampoo 10.1 oz
3 sweet camomile conditioner 10.1 oz
3 sweet camomile leave in 5.1 oz
SCALP CARE
3 energizing shampoo 10.1 oz
3 energizing conditioner 10.1 oz
3 energizing blend treatment 1 oz
3 purifying blend shampoo 10.1 oz
3 normalizing blend shampoo 10.1 oz

FREE BACk BAR
1 color maintainer shampoo 33.8 oz
1 color maintainer conditioner 33.8 oz
1 daily frequent shampoo 33.8 oz
1 daily frequent conditioner 33.8 oz
1 silver shine shampoo 33.8 oz
1 silver shine conditioner 33.8 oz
1 integrity nourishing shampoo 33.8 oz
1 integrity nourishing conditioner 33.8 oz
1 moisture plus shampoo 33.8 oz
1 moisture plus conditioner 33.8 oz
1 z.one concept metallic floor expo
72 assorted foil pack samples
36 milk_shake shoppers
1 milk_shake OPEN/CLOSED sign 
2 milk_shake stylist apron
2 milk_shake client gown
1 milk_shake table expo
1 milk shake door cling 
1 milk_shake poster 
3 milk_shake brochure 

retail intro 

AUTOMATIC ENTRY INTO 
LOYALTY PROGRAM

SAVE
31%
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flavours 

FLAVORS Try Me Kit

1 silver shine shampoo 10.1 oz 
1 silver shine light shampoo 10.1 oz 
1 silver shine conditioner 8.4 oz 
1 silver shine whipped cream 6.8 oz 
1 moisture plus shampoo 10.1 oz 
1 moisture plus conditioner 8.4 oz 
1 moisture plus whipped cream 6.8 oz 
FREE products
1 sensorial mint shampoo 10.1 oz 
1 sensorial mint conditioner 10.1 oz 
1 sweet camomile shampoo 10.1 oz 
1 sweet camomile conditioner 10.1 oz 
1 sweet camomile leave in 5.1 oz 
1 milk shake brochure 

Sweet Camomile

4 sweet camomile shampoo 10.1 oz
4 sweet camomile conditioner 10.1 oz
4 sweet camomile leave in 5.1 oz
FREE Back Bar
1 sweet camomile shampoo 33.8 oz
1 sweet camomile conditioner 33.8 oz

Sensorial Mint

4 sensorial mint shampoo 10.1 oz
4 sensorial mint conditioner 10.1 oz
FREE Back Bar
1 sensorial mint shampoo 33.8 oz
1 sensorial mint conditioner 33.8 oz

Silver Shine

4 silver shine shampoo 10.1 oz 
4 silver shine light shampoo 10.1 oz 
4 silver shine whipped cream 6.8 oz 
4 silver shine conditioner 8.4 oz 
FREE Back Bar
1 silver shine shampoo 33.8 oz 
1 silver shine light shampoo 33.8 oz 
1 silver shine conditioner 33.8 oz 

SAVE
40%

SAVE
30%

SAVE
29%

SAVE
38%
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flavours

Volume Solution

4 volume solution shampoo 10.1 oz
4 volume solution conditioner 10.1 oz
4 volume solution styling  5.9 oz
FREE Back Bar
1 volume solution shampoo 33.8 oz
1 volume solution conditioner 33.8 oz

Moisture Plus

4 moisture plus shampoo 10.1 oz
4 moisture plus conditioner 8.4 oz
4 moisture plus whipped cream  6.8 oz
FREE back bar
1 moisture plus shampoo 33.8 oz
1 moisture plus conditioner 33.8 oz
1 moisture plus hydrating lotion 12 x 0.4 oz

Curl Passion

4 curl passion shampoo 10.1 oz
4 curl passion conditioner 10.1 oz
4 curl passion leave in 10.1 oz
FREE back bar
1 curl passion shampoo 33.8 oz
1 curl passion conditioner 33.8 oz

SAVE
38%

SAVE
28%

SAVE
28%
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ENERGIzING Intro Deal

4 energizing shampoo 10.1 oz
4 energizing conditioner 10.1 oz
4 energizing blend treatment 1 oz
FREE products
1 energizing treatment 4 x 0.4 oz
1 energizing shampoo 33.8 oz
1 energizing conditioner 33.8 oz
1 energizing technical book

SCALP CARE Try Me Kit

1  purifying blend shampoo 10.1 oz
1  normalizing blend shampoo 10.1 oz
1  energizing blend shampoo 10.1 oz
1 energizing blend conditioner 10.1 oz
1 energizing blend treatment 1 oz
1 transparent bag

scalp care

SCALP CARE Intro Deal

4 purifying blend shampoo 10.1 oz
4 normalizing blend shampoo 10.1 oz
FREE products
1 purifying  blend shampoo 33.8 oz
1 normalizing blend shampoo 33.8 oz

ENERGIzING Try Me Kit

1 energizing blend shampoo 10.1 oz
1 energizing blend treatment 1.1 oz
1 energizing blend conditioner 10.1 oz
1 energizing brochure

SAVE
32%

SAVE
34%

SAVE
27%

SAVE
32%
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scalp care
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hair repair

INTEGRITY Try Me Kit

1  integrity nourishing shampoo 10.1 oz 
1  integrity nourishing conditioner 10.1 oz 
1  integrity intensive treatment 6.8 oz 
1  integrity nourishing muru muru butter 6.8 oz 
1  integrity incredible oil 1.7 oz 
1  integrity repairing hair lotion 8 vials 0.4 oz 
6  integrity treat card (5th treatment FREE) 
1  integrity brochure

INTEGRITY SYSTEM Intro

3  integrity nourishing shampoo 10.1 oz
3  integrity nourishing conditioner 10.1 oz
3  integrity intensive treatment 6.8 oz
3  integrity incredible oil 1.7 oz
1  integrity repairing hair lotion 8 vials 0.4 oz
FREE products
1  integrity nourishing muru muru butter 6.8 oz
1  integrity nourishing shampoo 33.8 oz 
1  integrity nourishing conditioner 33.8 oz
1  integrity intensive treatment 16.8 oz
1  integrity brochure
1  integrity spatula
12  integrity treat card (5th treatment FREE)

ACTIVE MASKS

6 active milk mask 8.4 oz
6 active yogurt mask 8.4 oz
FREE products
1 active yogurt mask 16.8 oz
1 active milk mask 16.8 oz
1 natural care brochure 

SAVE
28%

SAVE
37%

SAVE
25%
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color refresh

COLOR WHIPPED 
CREAM 9 + 3 

9 Colour Whipped Cream
FREE products
3 Colour Whipped Cream 3.4 oz
1 desk expo
1 brochure
1 easel card

*one of each shades

SAVE
20%

aVaiLaBLe MarCH

SOS ROOTS 
INTRO DEAL 

18 SOS roots 2.5 oz*
18 SOS roots brush
1 SOS roots counter display
1 institutional communication base

* 3 of each shade

SAVE
25%
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k-respect
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k-respect treatment 
TRY ME KIT

1 K respect treatment 8.4 oz
1 K respect preparing shampoo 25 oz
1 K respect smoothing maintainer mist 5.1 oz
FREE products
1 K respect smoothing shampoo 8.4 oz
1 K respect smoothing conditioner 8.4 oz
3 K respect dispenser 8.4 oz
1 K respect dispenser 25 oz
1 technical guide 
1 easel card  
1 try me box 

*one per stylist

k-respect anti frizz 
INTRO DEAL

6 k-respect smoothing shampoo 8.4 oz
6 k-respect smoothing conditioner 8.4 oz
6 k-respect smoothing maintainer mist 5.1 oz
50% oFF
1 k-respect smoothing shampoo 25 oz
1 k-respect smoothing conditioner 25 oz
Free products
12 k-respect dispenser 8.4 oz
2 k-respect dispenser 25 oz
6 k-respect smoothing shampoo sample
6 k-respect smoothing conditioner sample 
1 technical guide 
1 easel card

in-salon treatments

HOW TO GET FREE DISPENSERS 

Purchase 6 shampoos and conditioners retail size, 
get FREE 4 8.4 oz dispensers

Purchase 4 shampoos and conditioners back bar 
size, get FREE 3 25 oz dispensers

+

+

4X

3X

FREE

FREE

SAVE
28%

Contains 5 applications

SAVE
27%
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INTEGRITY RECONSTRUCTION 
Try Me Kit 

1 integrity rebuilder 16.8 oz
1 integrity fiber sealant 16.8oz
FREE products
1 integrity leave in 8.4oz
1 deep cleansing shampoo 10.1 oz
1 easel card 
1 brochure

  Contains 20 applications

in-salon treatments

SAVE
34%

AGE RENEW 
TREATMENT

1 age renew revitalizing treatment 4x0.68ozl
1 age renew additive 16.8 oz
1 age renew DD cream 1.1oz
1 brochure
1 mirror cling
1 bowl and brush
12 client cards

Contains 16 applications

SAVE
29%
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Lifestyling TOP 5

1  lifestyling dry shampoo 4.75 oz
1  lifestyling strong hold spray 16.8 oz
1  lifestyling curl perfectioninst 5.1 oz
1  lifestyling shaping foam 8.4 oz 
1  lifestyling smoothing cream 5.1 oz
1  lifestyling brochure

Lifestyling TRY ME KIT

1 lifestyling strong hold spray 16.8 oz
1 lifestyling medium hold spray 16.8 oz
1 lifestyling extra strong hairspray 9.15 oz
1 lifestyling dry shampoo 4.75 oz
1 lifestyling smoothing cream 5.1 oz
1 lifestyling liquid styler 8.4 oz
1 lifestyling styling potion 5.9 oz
1 lifestyling texturizing cream 3.4 oz
1 lifestyling freehand paste 3.4 oz
1 lifestyling design wax 3.4 oz
1 lifestyling thermo protecting spray 6.8 oz
1 lifestyling texturizing spritz 5.9 oz
1 lifestyling shaping foam 8.4 oz
1 lifestyling curl perfectionist 5.1 oz
1 lifestyling let it shine 6.8 oz
1 lifestyling strong eco hairspray 8.4 oz
1 lifestyling braid grease 3.4 oz
1 lifestyling braid cream 3.4 oz
1 lifestyling braid lotion 5.1 oz
1 lifestyling curl shaper 6.8 oz
FREE products
1 lifestyling fixing paste 3.4 oz
1 lifestyling powder pop 0.18 oz
1 lifestyling blow-dry primer 6.8 oz
1 lifestyling medium hold gel 6.8 oz
1 lifestyling amazing 6.8 oz
1 lifestyling easel card 
1 lifestyling brochure 

24

styling

SAVE
24%

1 2 
3

4
5

Lifestyling 
dry shampoo

Lifestyling strong 
hold spray

Lifestyling curl 
perfectioninst

Lifestyling 
shaping foam

Lifestyling 
smoothing cream

SAVE
30%
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LIFESTYLING 
Intro Deal

3 lifestyling strong hold spray 16.8 oz
3 lifestyling medium hold spray 16.8 oz
3 lifestyling extra strong hairspray 9.15 oz
3 lifestyling dry shampoo 4.75 oz
3 lifestyling smoothing cream 5.1 oz
3 lifestyling liquid styler 8.4 oz
3 lifestyling styling potion 5.9 oz
3 lifestyling texturizing cream 3.4 oz 
3 lifestyling freehand paste 3.4 oz
3 lifestyling design wax 3.4 oz
3 lifestyling thermo protecting spray 6.8 oz 
3 lifestyling texturizing spritz 5.9 oz
3 lifestyling shaping foam 8.4 oz
3 lifestyling curl perfectioninst 5.1 oz
3 lifestyling let it shine 6.8 oz
3 lifestyling strong eco hairspray 8.4 oz
3 lifestyling braid grease 3.4 oz
3 lifestyling braid cream 3.4 oz
3 lifestyling braid lotion 5.1 oz
FREE products
3 lifestyling curl shaper 6.8 oz
3 lifestyling fixing paste 3.4 oz
3 lifestyling powder pop 0.18 oz
3 lifestyling blow-dry primer 6.8 oz
3 lifestyling medium hold gel 6.8 oz
3 lifestyling amazing 6.8 oz 
24 assorted foil pack samples
1 milk_shake stylist apron 
1 lifestyling easel card 
1 lifestyling brochure

styling

SAVE
29%



styling

NO INHIBITION Intro

1 smoothing cream 6.7 oz
1 curl definer 4.7 oz 
1 fluid gloss 1.7 oz
1 volumizing & styling foam 8.4 oz
1 texturuzing & volumizing foam 8.4 oz
1 glaze 7.6 oz 
1 styling gel 7.6 oz 
1 wet hard gel 6.7 oz 
1 volumizer hairspray 13.5 oz 
1 silkening milk 4.7 oz 
1 12 wonders 4.7 oz 
1 matt volumizing powder 0.18 oz
1 strong hold gel 6.8 oz 
1 sea salt spray 8.4 oz 
1 modeling wax 1.7 oz 
FREE products
1 moulding mudd 2.5 oz 
1 sticky paste 2.5 oz 
1 defining & shining wax 2.5 oz 
1 body booster 4.2 oz 
1 brochure 
1 shelf talkers

NO INHIBITION experience

3  smoothing cream 6.7 oz 
3  curl definer 4.7 oz 
3  fluid gloss 1.7 oz 
3  volumizing & styling foam 8.4 oz 
3  texturuzing & volumizing foam 8.4 oz 
3  glaze 7.6 oz  
3  styling gel 7.6 oz 
3  wet hard gel 6.7 oz 
3  volumizer hairspray 13.5 oz 
3  silkening milk 4.7 oz 
3  12 wonders 4.7 oz 
3  matt volumizing powder 0.18 oz
3 strong hold gel 6.8 oz  
3  sea salt spray 8.4 oz 
FREE products
3  modeling wax 1.7 oz 
3  moulding mudd 2.5 oz 
3  sticky paste 2.5 oz 
3  defining & shinig wax 2.5 oz 
3  body booster 4.2 oz 
24  assorted samples 0.34oz
12  NI retail bags 
1  poster set of 2 
1  brochure, shelf talkers

NO INHIBITION Top 5 

1 smoothing cream 6.7 oz
1 12 wonders 4.7 oz
1 volumizer hairspray 13.5 oz
1 texturuzing & volumizing foam 8.4 oz
1 sticky paste 2.5 oz
1 brochure

SAVE
24%

SAVE
28%

SAVE
20%
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lighteners

DECOLOGIC Minis Kit 

1  Lightening Powder 2.82oz
1  Blue Lightening Powder 2.82oz
1  Level 9 2.82oz
1  Clay Balayage Lightener 2.82oz
1  Total Roots Lightener 1.76 oz
1  Oxidizing emulsion  33.8 oz
1  Technical book

DECOLOGIC Intro Kit 

1  Blue Lightening Powder 35.27oz
1  Level 9 17.64oz
1  Clay Balayage Lightener 14.11oz
1  Total Roots Lightener 7 oz
1  Lightening Powder 17.64oz
FREE products
1 Black Lightening cream 7 oz 
2  Oxidizing emulsion  33.8 oz
1  Technical book
1  Brush Kit of 4
1  Spatula
1  Bowl

DECOLOGIC Tone Controllers 

8  Tone Controller 2oz*
1  Oxidizing emulsion  33.8 oz 5 VOL
1  Tone Controllers Swatch Chart
1  Tone Controllers brochure

*one of each shade

SAVE
33%

SAVE
22%

SAVE
26%
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decologic
BLACK

DISCOVER MORE AT Z-ONECONCEPTUSA.COM  /  FACEBOOK MILKSHAKEUSA  /  QUALITY MADE IN ITALY

It special complex with fruit oligosaccharides 
protects the hair leaving it healthy and soft.

THE INNOVATIVE BLACK LIGHTENING 
CREAM ENRICHED WITH CHARCOAL 

AND SPECIAL PIGMENTS  
FOR LIGHTENING TECHNIQUES  

WITH INTENSE AND COOL TONES.

ADV MS BLACK LIGHT USA 1p 8,625x10,875.indd   1 21/12/20   12:39



color services
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No Inhibition 
multicolor

5 no inhibition multicolor 3.4 oz
1 no inhibition oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz
1 paper swatch chart
1 multicolor brochure

SUGGESTED SHADES:
 5 / 6.00 / 5.22 / 6.66 / 7.31 / 20 VOL

Creative 
Permanent Color

5 creative permanent color 3.4 oz
1 oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz
1 brochure
1 paper swatch chart
1 technical book

SUGGESTED SHADES:
5.0 / 4.31 / 6.66 / 7.43 / 8.11 / 20 VOL 

Smoothies 
Semi Permanent Color

6 milk shake smoothies semi permanent 3.4 oz
1 activating emulsion 33.8 oz
1 technical book
1 paper swatch chart

SUGGESTED SHADES:
5 / 6.66 / 7 / 7.43 / 9.1 / 10.117 / Activating Emulsion

9 minutes Color

5 9 minutes color 3.4 oz
1 milk_shake oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz
1 9 minutes color paper chart
1 9 minutes color technical book

SUGGESTED SHADES:
4.0 / 6.0 / 5.14 / 6.35 / 7.6 / 10 VOL

LOOKING TO INVEST 
IN A NEW COLOR LINE? 

WE COVER ALL YOUR 
COLORING NEEDS.

Conditioning permanent color with high quality 
pigments, perfect grey coverage for vibrant 
results and healthy hair. 

Conditioning semi-permanent color with gentle, ammonia free 
formula. Covers up to 75% grey and leaves hair shiny.

Rich permanent color cream with luminous results 
and rejuvenating effect on hair. 

Quick conditioning permanent color with advanced 
technology  to guarantee the same results as a regular 
permanent color with reduced processing time.

hair color
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hair color

TRY ME Kit

5  no inhibition multicolor 3.4 oz
1  no inhibition oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz
1  paper swatch chart
1  multicolor brochure

STYLIST Deal

42  no inhibition multicolor 3.4 oz

FREE products
4  no inhibition oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz
1  no inhibition kit bowl + brush
1  medium swatch chart
1  multicolor brochure  

1  technical book

SALON  Deal

96  no inhibition multicolor 3.4 oz

FREE products
6  no inhibition oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz
1  large swatch chart
1  no inhibition kit bowl + brush
1  poster kit of 3 
1  technical book
1  multicolor brochure

MULTICOLOR $100 Deal

18  no inhibition multicolor 3.4 oz
2  no inhibition oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz
1  medium swatch chart
1  technical book
1  multicolor brochure

SUGGESTED SHADES: 5 / 6.00 / 5.22 / 6.66 / 7.31 / 20 VOL

Multicolor 
Permanent 
Color 3.4 oz

Multicolor 
Oxidizing 
Emulsion 
33.8 oz

MIXING RATIO
1 : 1.5

SAVE
28%

SAVE
34%

SAVE
30%

SAVE
29%
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hair color

9 MINUTES COLOR
Try Me Kit

5 9 minutes color 3.4 oz
1 milk_shake oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz
1 9 minutes color paper chart
1 9 minutes color technical book

SUGGESTED SHADES:
4.0 / 6.0 / 5.14 / 6.35 / 7.6 / 10 VOL

9 MINUTES COLOR 
Salon Deal

36 9 minutes color 3.4 oz
FREE products
6 milk_shake oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz 
1 acid color sealer 6.8 oz
1 9 minutes color chart
1 9 minutes color technical book 
1 9 minutes color shades mixing chart 
2 bowl 
2 brush 

9 MINUTES COLOR 
Stylist Deal

12 9 minutes color 3.4 oz
3 milk_shake oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz
FREE products
1 9 minute color chart
1 9 minute color technical book
1 9 minute color shades mixing chart

9 minutes 
color 3.4 oz

Oxidizing 
Emulsion
33.8 oz

MIXING RATIO
1 : 1

9 minutes

SAVE
30%

SAVE
30%

SAVE
31%
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Salon Deal

36  creative permanent color 3.4 oz
6  oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz

FREE products
1   acid color sealer 6.8 oz
1   luxury swatch chart
1   color technical book
3   brochures
1   kit of 2 posters
2   bowls and brushes

Try Me Kit

5  creative permanent color 3.4 oz
1  oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz
1  brochure
1  paper swatch chart
1  technical book

Stylist Deal

12 creative permanent color 3.4 oz
3  oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz
1  medium swatch chart
1 technical book

Creative 
Permanent 
Color 3.4 oz 

Oxidizing 
Emulsion
33.8 oz

MIXING RATIO
1 : 1.5

LUXURY swatch chart
/ with pull out swatches

Purchase 28 Creative Permanent Color 
shades and get the LUXURY swatch chart FREE

MEDIUM swatch chart

Purchase 12 Creative Permanent Color 
shades and get the MEDIUM swatch chart FREE

SUGGESTED SHADES: 5.0 / 4.31 / 6.66 / 7.43 / 8.11 / 20 VOL 

conditioning permanent colour

SAVE
31%

SAVE
30%

SAVE
24%
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Creative Experience

90  creative permanent color 3.4 oz

FREE products
12  oxidizing emulsion 33.8 oz
1  acid color sealer 6.8 oz
1  powerful protector 6.8 oz
1  pro color equalizer 8.4 oz
1  instant remover 8.4 oz
1  color sealing shampoo 33.8 oz
1  color sealing conditioner 33.8 oz
1  luxury swatch chart
1  scale 
1 color technical book
1  kit of 2 posters
3  bowls and brushes

SAVE
33%
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Try Me Kit

6  milk shake smoothies semi permanent 3.4 oz
1  activating emulsion 33.8 oz
1  paper swatch chart
1  technical book

Salon Deal

36  milk shake smoothies semi permanent 3.4 oz

FREE products
2  activating  emulsion 33.8 oz
1  intensive activating emulsion 33.8 oz
1  light activating emulsion 33.8 oz
1  semi permanent color swatch chart
1  technical book
1  poster kit of 2
1  bowl and brush
1  brochure

Conditioning 
Semi-
Permanent 
Color 3.4 oz

Activating 
Emulsion 
33.8 oz

MIXING RATIO
1 : 1.5

Stylist Deal

12  milk shake smoothies semi permanent 3.4 oz
3  activating emulsion 33.8 oz 
1  semi permanent color swatch chart
1  technical book

Swatch Chart
MEDIUM swatch chart FREE
with purchase of 12 tubes of Smoothies

SUGGESTED SHADES:
5 / 6.66 / 7 / 7.43 / 9.1 / 10.117 / Activating Emulsion

SAVE
36%

SAVE
30%

SAVE
31%
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SMOOTHIES Experience

60  milk shake smoothies semi permanent 3.4 oz

FREE products
6  activating  emulsion 33.8 oz
3  light activating emulsion 33.8 oz
3  intensive activating  emulsion 33.8 oz
1  acid color sealer 6.8 oz
1  color sealing shampoo 33.8 oz
1  color sealing conditioner 33.8 oz
1  semi permanent color swatch chart
1 scale
1  technical book
1  poster kit of 2
1  bowl and brush 
1  brochure

SAVE
38%
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DIRECT COLOR 

20  direct color 3.4 oz 
1  direct color swatch chart
1  direct color info chart

*one of each shade

hair color

SAVE
23%

COLOR COCKTAILS

6  direct color 3.4 oz
2  whipped cream 6.8 oz
1  glistening argan oil 1.7 oz
1  cocktail glass and stirrer
1  cocktails brochure
1  direct color info chart
1 institutional communication base
1  cocktails box 
12  loyalty cards

SAVE
13%
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ILLUMINATE Intro Kit

1  Illuminate Quick Light 6.8 oz
1  Illuminate lightening oil 10.1 oz
1  Illuminate Pure Pigment Copper 3.4 oz
1  Illuminate Pure Pigment Red 3.4 oz
1  Illuminate Pure Pigment Violet 3.4 oz
FREE products
1  Illuminate Pure Pigment Gold 3.4 oz
1  Illuminate Pure Pigment Blue 3.4 oz
1  Illuminate Pure Pigment Brown 3.4 oz
1  Illuminate technical guide
1  Illuminate easel card
6  sponge brush applicators
1  Decologic bowl

COLOR SPECIFICS

1 safe lightener complex 48 x 0.17 oz
1  color sealing shampoo 33.8 oz
1  color sealing conditioner 33.8 oz
1  acid color sealer 6.8 oz
FREE products
1  powerful protector 6.8 oz
1  pro color equalizer 8.4 oz
1  instant remover 8.4 oz
1  color split 3.4 oz
1  info chart

hair color

SAVE
32%

SAVE
34%
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multicolor

Get ICONIC COlleCtION Book FREE*
+ Digital Access Code for technique videos 
3 coloring techniques 
+ 3 cutting techniques 

* when purchasing 
18 tubes of Creative Permanent Color, 
9 Minutes Color and Smoothies (mix and match)

  ICONIC AND tIMeleSS          
Timeless styles are the main statements in 2020, celebrating 
a strong woman who follows trends and enhances her 
uniqueness with femininity in her heart. ICONIC looks from 
London, the search for geometry and a balance in softness, 
strength in harmony with femininity, this is the style of women 
today who work hard in their professional and social lives. 
ICONIC looks with a new glamorous concept.

  CUTTING & COLOURING     LIGHT EDITION 
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Designed to reward loyal milk_shake® and NO INHIBITION customers with support tools 
that will help your business grow. Our program will provide your salon with numerous 
benefits, such as education, free backbar, station products, samples and marketing tools, 
based on the level of your purchases.

/  SILvER 
 $1500 - 2999 per quarter, you will earn: 
 5% Reward Points of your total purchases

/ gOLD 
 $3000 - 4999 per quarter, you will earn: 
 7% Reward Points of your total purchases

/ PLATINum 
 $5000 - 9999 per quarter, you will earn: 
 10% Reward Points of your total purchases

/ DIAmOND 
 $10 000 (or more) per quarter, you will earn: 
 12% Reward Points of your total purchases

 Become a concept salon and earn 
 an additional 5% reward points!

 Ask your sales representative for more details.

salon support

Salon Rewards Program
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z-oneconceptusa.com

z.one concept usa

CONNECT wITH uS facebook/milkshakeusa

Instagram/milkshakeusa

Technical Hotline

973 767 7878


